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Do you have an existing schedule and need to make a few minor modifications to the dates, geography, cable headend, 

interconnect or group, viewing source, or dayparts? Rather than building a new schedule, export your existing schedule 

to make those modifications. 

TO EXPORT A SCHEDULE 

Click the (1) CSV icon in the Actions column to export a schedule. If multiple child schedules are listed under a single 

parent, use the Manage Schedules button to export schedules individually. Manage Schedules allows you to not only  

export each child schedule, individually from the parent, but users can also toggle each schedule on/off as desired. 

Manage Schedules also allows each child schedule to be given a custom name.

UPDATE EXPORTED SCHEDULE 

Exporting Schedules will convert the information into a .csv file. Once in this format, you can make any necessary 

modifications such as changes to: viewing source(s) if you want to eliminate or replace certain stations, start time, 

end time, date changes, as well as geography and cable changes. This is also helpful if you want to see an example  

of an acceptable import file type. Once your changes are complete, resave the file as a .csv file. 
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TO IMPORT A SCHEDULE 

To import the modified .csv file, open the Schedules Workspace and use the drop-down menu at the top right  

to select (1) Import Schedule. (2) Browse for the modified .csv file and click the (3) Import button. 

An Import progress screen appears during schedule processing.

NOTE – Nielsen Local TV View interprets data based on a 5a-5a broadcast day. If the source you are importing from also uses 

a 5a-5a reporting day, then the dates will align automatically between systems. If, however, the other system uses a different 

day definition, the dates in the import file will need to be adjusted accordingly.

As an example, Ad*Views reporting is based on a 6a-6a broadcast day.  If an Ad*Views report indicates that a spot aired 

between 5a and 6a on 3/15/14, that is actually 3/16/14 in Nielsen Local TV View. As a result, the user would need to change 

the date in the source file before importing.

IMPORT A SCHEDULE
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Once imported, you will receive the status of the import 

and information as to any warnings. 

If there are warnings, you can view them by clicking the 

Export Errors button. 

In this example, an export warning displayed because there 

is an issue with the viewing sources. 

If a schedule failed to upload rows, please verify the  

file has the necessary columns and acceptable column 

headers and row values. Review the original file export  

to familiarize yourself with the acceptable column headers 

and row values. 

SUCCESSFUL SCHEDULE IMPORT

If there aren’t any warnings, as in the example to the left, 

you can start using the schedule. 

Once imported, you can save the schedule for future use or use it one time only in your report(s). 

When you’re finished importing schedules, click the Add button.  

IMPORT A SCHEDULE

ERRORS IN SCHEDULE IMPORT
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UPDATED FORMAT, READY TO IMPORT INTO NIELSEN LOCAL TV VIEW

IMPORT A NIELSEN AD INTEL SCHEDULE

You can import a schedule from Nielsen Ad*Views by following these steps: 

First, run a Brand Schedule or a Brand Schedule with Creative for one or more metered markets, 

then, export the results as a .CSV file.

PREPARE THE FILE FOR IMPORT

1.) Delete all rows above the column headers, including the blank row between the column header and the data. 

2.) Rename the first column from (Market Type) Market : Media to Market.

3.) Click Ctrl+H and use the Replace All feature to remove the (FDM) and : Spot TV labels from the Market column. 

4.) Click Ctrl+H and use the Replace All feature to remove the affiliation from the Distributor column.

5.) Optional step:  Add a Schedule Name column.  This allows control of the name of the imported schedule(s). 

If this column is absent, the system assigns a name that the user can later override.

6.) Save the updated file.

ORIGINAL FORMAT PRIOR TO FORMATTING 
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